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Twitter

















Key points for Twitter (“Journalists”)

 Tweet early and tweet often…

 Follow “your community” to generate followers.

 #hastags can increase visibility of a tweet

 Don’t only promote events and programs – there is a 

need to mix it up

 Provide a window into your Garden

 Technical stuff… like: @johnsmith…  goes only to 

shared followers of @johnsmith and you – not to all 

your followers (so ‘embed’ @johnsmith or put full stop 

in front of @)

 “Have a voice and given something of yourself”



Instagram





Key points for Instagram (“Plant porn”)

 Good quality images 

 Think of Instagram as your channel to people who 

are strong visual communicators

 Great platform on which to run competitions

 Fill in your organisational profile

 Be consistent in your posting – set up a routine and 

stick to it

 No more than two hashtags…

 Best days to post Thursday to Sunday.*

*http://trackmaven.com/blog/2013/09/the-fortune-500-instagram-report



Facebook









Key points for Facebook (“The World”)

 As with Instagram high quality images are 

essential

 Start a conversation, a debate and competition…

 Posts that work well

 Communicate or inspire feelings

 Make us smile or laugh in some way

 Interesting, witty or cool (wicked, sick)

 Allow your personality to shine

 Ask us to share or like to show our support

 Allow a community of interest to form; take 

on a life or their own 



Blogs



talkingplants.blogspot.com









Key points for Blogging

 A landing platform to anchor all your social media 

activity

 As with other social media platforms decide how 

often you will post and stick to your routine

 Images!

 Think about your audience and write accordingly

 Use lots of links to your own posts and others

 Check facts, and make it clear when you are 

plagiarising or are not quite sure

 Titles should be informative and/or have good 

search words





The 140 character challenge





Tips

 Use the heading…

 @name of garden

 Url back to article

 Add a #hashtag

 Be quirky, create a hook (but not too 

clever…)



Tools of the Trade



 Social media platforms

Twitter.com, Facebook.com, Instagram.com, 

Flickr.com, Youtube.com… 

[snapchat.com (1-10 seconds)]

 Shorten URLs

Bitly.com, tinyurl.com…

Manage streams and analytics

HootSuite.com, SpoutSocial.com, 

Tweetdeck.com
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Facebook Insights

Facebook Likes



Round up


